Generations of Jayhawks have discovered a home on the Hill at KU Libraries.

For nearly a century — within the stacks of beloved Watson Library — students across all disciplines have relied on our quiet study spaces to read, write, and research.

Today, these renovated study carrels and reading nooks offer a new level of serene quiet and comfort. They were designed and built by Jayhawks for Jayhawks. Students in the KU School of Architecture & Design created these spaces to meet evolving student needs with contemporary furniture, enhanced lighting, and innovative styling.

Your legacy lives on at KU. Secure your place in the history of our campus by donating a study carrel or nook. Your gift will immediately impact the daily success of today’s scholars and future generations.

To learn more, contact Christy McWard, executive director of the Office of Communications and Advancement, at 785-864-0092 or cmcward@ku.edu.